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Greater transparency contributes to 
positive customer outcomes
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Why has traditional consumer protection not worked well?

Customers Providers Authorities
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Shifting the consumer protection paradigm

Shifting from buyer beware (customer onus) 
to seller beware (provider responsibility)

Customer
Well-being

Customer 
Value

Customer 
Protection
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Core common customer outcomes 

Suitability &
appropriateness

Meets 
purpose

Voice Choice

Fairness & 
respect

Safety & 
security

I can make an informed 
choice among a range of 
products, services, and 

providers based on 
appropriate and sufficient 

information and advice that 
are provided in a 

transparent, affordable, and 
easy to understand way.

I can make an informed 
choice among a range of 
products, services, and 

providers based on 
appropriate and sufficient 

information and advice that 
are provided in a 

transparent, affordable, and 
easy to understand way.

https://www.cgap.org/research/slide-deck/customer-outcomes-strive



Behavioral tools have helped providers 
identify issues with disclosure



% Change in 
Fee

New Fee as 
of August 

2014 
Old Fee

Transaction 
Value

-67%1310-49

-40%3550-100

-59%1127101-500

-55%1533501-1,000

-24%25331,001-1,500

21%40331,501-2,500

67%55332,501-3,500

34%1108240K-45K

0%11011045,001-50K

0%11011050,001-70K

Cost to Send Ksh55 + Ksh55 = Ksh6

Cost to Send Ksh110 = Ksh11

It was actually cheaper 
to send Ksh55 twice 
than to send Ksh110 
once

M-Pesa
disseminated 
changes to P2P fee 
tariffs

However, most users 
didn’t know the right 
cost of transferring 
Ksh500 or Ksh100.
Many were anchored 
to older, higher fees

Kenya: Few users knew the cost of person-to-person transfers



No disclosure of P2P transfer fees on mobile screens
Pre-transaction During transaction 

No fee was shown on 
the screen



Improved disclosure of fees

CAK required all DFS 
providers to:
- Disclose all transaction 

charges to customers 
before executing the 
payment and issuing the 
receipt

- Disclose information in 
the same screen on 
which the consumer is 
transacting



Overall price awareness improved
CGAP conducted a follow-up survey 1 year later (after most providers had complied with CAK rule).
 More than double the number of consumers correctly answered questions on the cost of sending 

Ksh500 –but several remained anchored to older fees

Pre-notice 
fee

Actual 
fee

Cost of sending a Ksh500 P2P Transfer, estimated by User



Kenya: Most users did not know the cost of bill payments

• Bill payments and good purchases were marketed as free to consumers

• However, merchants and vendors could charge users (many charged ~ .5% of 
transaction value)

• 80% of users did not know the cost of their last bill payment transaction 
• 40% (incorrectly) thought the fee was zero. 
• But they were paying $4.3 in hidden fees over 6 months
• Those who were aware of the fee underestimated it dramatically: they 

guessed that the amount was only 2-3% of its actual level!



Start Balance: 21,471

Bill Pay Amt.:   7,644
Expected New
Balance: 13,827

Actual New
Balance: 13,810

Implicit Transaction
Cost:  17

When you paid a bill 
with mobile money, 
you could only find 
the fee if you checked 
your receipts—and 
had a calculator 
handy

No disclosure of bill payment fees on mobile screens
Post-transaction During transaction 

No fee was shown on 
the screen



Improved disclosure led to greater fee awareness

After CAK rule
And provider’s improved 
disclosure:
- 80% of consumers 

became aware that 
using PayBill comes 
with a fee



 Sending money to wrong phone number is a common issue in mobile 
money
 Mobile money call centers report receiving thousands of requests a month to 

cancel or reverse a mobile money transfer
 If receiving consumer refuses to reverse the transaction, a consumer may not 

be able to get their money back, as provider cannot prove the transaction was 
in error if both parties do not confirm it was

 Two simple technological solutions from Safaricom:
1. Introduction of “Haikikisha”, a service that shows the receiver’s name, not 

just phone number, and allows the transaction to be cancelled by replying to 
the confirmation screen within 15 seconds

2. Introduction of a shortcode a consumer can dial after the transaction to 
automatically reverse a transaction

http://www.cgap.org/blog/Safaricom-launches-feature-prevent-errant-transfers-
hakikisha

Kenya: Greater information to prevent wrong transfers



 Wing trains their agents to 
prevent fraud against consumers 
before it happens

 Agents may be more accessible, and 
consumers may feel more comfortable 
asking for information and raising a 
complaint to them than bank staff

 Raising Awareness of Fraud 
Risks and Types:

 Posters warning of “Lucky Draw” style 
fraud at agent locations

 Ability to report up-charging by other 
agents directly to Wing

Cambodia: Agents’ disclosures to prevent fraud

Beware of Fraudsters!

In case you have been instructed to do advance transfer 
or phone top-up to an unknown person for various 
procedures such as:

• Winning lucky draw from beer companies, phone 
providers, banks

• Your kids have been awarded scholarships or your 
relatives send you money from abroad

• Your relatives are in traffic accidents

• Or any other similar cases

Thank you for using Wing!

For more information: 023 999 989 



Separating finance charges leads to better borrowing decisions
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Choose your repayment plan:

1. Repay 228 in 45 sec
2. Repay 236 in 1min and

30sec
3. Repay 244 in 2min and

25sec

Choose your repayment plan:

1. Repay 200 + 28 in 45 sec
2. Repay 200 + 36 in 1min and

30sec
3. Repay 200 + 44 in 2min and

25sec

vs

Clarifying interest rates 
led to a reduction in 
default rates on first 

loan cycles from 29.1% 
to 20% 

https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/consumer-protection-digital-credit

Lab testing: Disclosure formats in digital credit



Active choice approach increases viewing of T&Cs and reduces delinquency rates
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Terms and Conditions 
viewing increased from 

9.5% to 23.8% by 
making it an active 

choice 

Welcome to 
TOPCASH:

1.Request a 
loan
2.About 
TOPCASH
3.View T&C’s

Choose your 
loan amount:

1.KES 200
2.KES 400
3.Exit Loan

Welcome to 
TOPCASH:

1.Request a loan
2.About 
TOPCASH

Kindly take a 
minute to view 
Terms and 
Conditions of 
taking out a 
loan:

1. View Ts&Cs
2. Proceed to 
loan request

vs

Reading the Terms and 
Conditions led to a 7% 

absolute drop in 
delinquency rates

https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/consumer-protection-digital-credit

Lab testing: Disclosure formats in digital credit



1. Separating 
finance charges 
from principal

2. Separating line of 
loan fees with 
percentage

3. Adding new screen 
with late payment 
penalty

Choose your 
repayment plan: 
1.Repay 1000 + 35 

in 7 days
2.Repay 1000 + 170 

in 14 days
3.Repay 1000 + 205 

in 21 days
* Back

Loan term details: 
Loan: 1000
Loan Fees: 135 
(13.5%)
Loan term: 7 days
Repayment: 1135 to 
be deducted from 
Airtel Money Wallet 
on <date>
Confirm
*Back

Failure to repay your 
loan by the due date 
will result in a late 
payment fee of 
<pct> being added. 
You may also lose 
access to KopaCash
Next
* Back

Agree to the T&Cs 
below in order to 
proceed with your 
loan application. 
tc.jumo.world/akec
Agree
View T&Cs
* Back

4. Making active choice to 
view T&Cs --old version 
had web link only

http://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/Focus-Note-Consumer-Protection-in-digital-Credit-Aug-2017.pdf

Jumo changed loan disclosure screens 



After Kenya’s Competition Authority required DFS providers to better disclose costs
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Greater transparency brings greater customer knowledge

https://www.cgap.org/research/slide-deck/module-2-disclosure-and-transparencylab-testing-tools
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Poor transparency is correlated with late repayment and 
default

70%

39%

57%

15%

51%

28%

45%

11%
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I have been late in
repaying a loan

I have defaulted on my
loan

I have been late in
repaying a loan

I have defaulted on my
loan

Tanzania Kenya

Late repayment and default among digital borrowers who reported and did not 
report poor transparency

https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/digital-credit-revolution-insights-borrowers-kenya-and-tanzania



• Going beyond point-of-sale disclosure, avoiding information overload and 
present biases

• Focusing on simple, non-misleading communication throughout the product 
lifecycle 

• And monitoring whether information empowers customers to make better 
financial decisions
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Effective transparency can lead to good outcomes

https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/making-consumer-protection-regulation-more-customer-centric



Thank you To learn more, please visit 

www.cgap.org



www.cgap.org


